Funding for Local Transport:
Safer Roads Fund
Application Form
The level of information provided should be proportionate to the size and complexity of the
scheme proposed. As a guide, we would suggest around 10 to 15 pages including annexes
would be appropriate.
A separate application form should be completed for each scheme.
Applicant Information
Local authority name(s)*: Kent County Council
Bid Manager Name and position:
Nikola Floodgate – Schemes Planning & Delivery Manager
Contact telephone number:

03000 416239

Email address: Nikola.Floodgate@kent.gov.uk
Postal address: Ashford Highway depot, Javelin Way, Henwood Industrial Estate,
Ashford, Kent TN248AD

When authorities submit a bid for funding to the Department for Transport, as part of the
Government’s commitment to greater openness in the public sector under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 and the Environmental Information Regulations 2004, they must also
publish a version excluding any commercially sensitive information on their own website within
two working days of submitting the final bid to the Department for Transport. The Department
for Transport reserves the right to deem the business case as non-compliant if this is not
adhered to.
Please specify the web link where this bid will be published:
http://www.kent.gov.uk/about-the-council/strategies-and-policies/transport-and-highwayspolicies/transport-and-highways-funding

SECTION A - Scheme description and funding profile
A1. Scheme name: Safer Roads Fund scheme - A290 between Canterbury and Whitstable,
Canterbury, Kent.

A2. Headline description:
Safety Improvements along A290 between the Canterbury and Whitstable in the City of
Canterbury, Kent based on iRAP and VIDA assessments carried out as part of round 2 of the
Safer Roads fund for Highway Authorities who have the highest risk road sections.
The proposed scheme references countermeasures suggested by VIDA software, it also
includes alternative measures where these are felt to be more appropriate or practicable.
The intention of the scheme is to reduce risk to road users over an extended future lifespan.

A3. Geographical area:
A290 is in the highway authority area of Kent. The road is a combination of an urban and rural A
road and passes through the village of Blean. The start of the A290 is in Canterbury with the
junction of the A2050 Rheims Ways to Whitstable and its junction with Wraik Hill as shown on
the map attached as Appendix A. There is no significant development planned along the route
at present however there is significant development planned within Canterbury City Council
which will likely increase traffic volumes along the route.
Length of eligible road section: 8.0km
OS Grid Reference:
X:610547 Y:157403
X:614499 Y:164494
Postcodes: CT12FP ( Canterbury ); CT53DW ( Whitstable )
Appendix: A

A4. Equality Analysis
Has any Equality Analysis been undertaken in line with the Equality Duty?

Yes

An Equality Impact Assessment Initial Screening Report has been completed in line with the
Kent County Council’s guidance on Equality and Diversity. The assessment report concludes
that a full Equality Impact Assessment will not be required for the proposed scheme. The
assessment identifies a low impact of the scheme and does not have an adverse impact on any
particular group of protected characteristics.
See Appendix B
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SECTION B – The Business Case
B1. The Scheme – Summary/History (Maximum 200 words)
The scheme is intended to reduce risk to road users over an extended future lifespan, and thus
reduce the number of people killed or seriously injured on the road over the next 20 years. The
Safer Roads Fund focusses on risk of potential accidents, with a view to reducing the number of
accidents and the severity if accidents occur rather than specifically addressing
reported historic injury accidents, and this principle has been followed in the design.
The proposed scheme consists of proven conventional safety engineering measures.
These reference a suggested programme of countermeasures produced by VIDA software,
following an assessment of the road by iRAP engineers. The improvement measures in the
proposed scheme reflect the principles of the VIDA countermeasures, and address specific
accident risks identified by the iRAP assessment. The proposed scheme includes alternative
measures where these are felt to be more appropriate or beneficial, based on local knowledge
and assessment by an experienced Road Safety Manager and Transport Intelligence Planner
both employed by Kent County Council.
The measures include: Signalised intersection (3-leg); Central hatching; Upgrade pedestrian
facility quality; Refuge Island; Clear roadside hazards - passenger side; Clear roadside hazards
- driver side; Roadside barriers - passenger side; Speed management reviews; Traffic calming
Skid Resistance (paved road); Shoulder rumble strips; Parking improvements; Sight distance
(obstruction removal); Wide centerline.

B2. The Strategic Case (Maximum 350 words)
In the 2016 publication of iRAP Risk Ratings, the A290 was ranked in the top 50 High Risk
category of the nation’s roads. This was based on the reported KSI accident records for 2012 –
2014. There were fifteen KSI accidents reported, including one fatal accident. This single
carriageway route starts in a very busy urban environment with significant pedestrian
movements and then winds through the countryside and through Blean village with numerous
bends with few overtaking locations which has resulted in accidents distributed along the entire
length and includes head on collisions, loss of control on both driver and passenger side (one
fatal) and incidents at junctions. Seven of the fifteen incidents involved bicycles and one
involved a pedestrian.
An iRAP assessment carried out as part of the bid suggested a programme of improvements to
the road. These are intended to address not only reported accidents, but also the risk of future
accidents presented by highway alignment, infrastructure, and condition. These suggestions
have been assessed and form the basis of the current bid proposals. Alternative measures have
been included in some areas where these are felt to be more appropriate or practicable, based
on local knowledge and assessment by an experienced Road Safety Manager and Transport
Intelligence Planner both employed by Kent County Council.
The measures include:
Improved delineation
Signalise intersection (3-leg)
Central hatching
Upgrade pedestrian facility quality
Refuge Island
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Clear roadside hazards - passenger side
Clear roadside hazards - driver side
Roadside barriers - passenger side
Speed management reviews
Traffic calming
Skid Resistance (paved road) - high friction surfacing in small sections over and above
maintenance requirements
Shoulder rumble strips
Parking improvements
Sight distance (obstruction removal)
Wide centerline
A schedule of the proposed measures is attached at Appendix C. This shows the locations of
each specific measure along the route. It also shows how these compare to the original
suggestions from the VIDA software. Also included in Appendix G are typical countermeasures
suggested along the entire route with locations.
More detail of the effect of individual countermeasures is shown in the Safer Roads Investment
Plan (SRIP) Appendix C.
See economic case for total FSI saved.

B3. The Financial Case – Project Costs
Please complete the following tables. Figures should be entered in £000s (i.e. £10,000 = 10).
Table A: Funding profile (Nominal terms)
£000s
DfT Funding Sought

0

2017-18

2018-19
550

2019-20
2020-21
951
0

Total
1,501

LA Contribution

0

0

0

0

0

Other Third Party
0
0
0
0
0
Funding
Notes:
(1) Department for Transport funding will not be provided beyond 2020/21 financial year.
B4. The Financial Case – Local Contribution / Third Party Funding
There is no Local Contribution/ Third Party Funding as the bid is within the threshold of
£200,000 per km before a contribution would be required in accordance with the guidelines.
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B5. The Financial Case – Affordability and Financial Risk (maximum 300 words)
The proposed measures are predominantly a series of conventional remedial treatments, which
Kent County Council has extensive experience of delivering. The estimates are based on site
visits and initial assessments carried out in June/July 2017. Contingency/risk allowances have
been made on all countermeasures as precise quantities can only be revealed following
detailed design and commencement of work on site (a total of £220383 contingency [15%] has
been included in the total project cost which is to cover risks on bill items. 25% has been
included for the average speed camera countermeasure).
Since the work is all within land controlled by the Highway
Authority, the potential delay and additional cost is limited. A breakdown of costings by
individual countermeasure is contained in the SRIP (Appendix D).
A Risk Register of the main risks to the overall project is shown in Appendix E but the financial
implications of these risks is summarised below:
1. Delay in announcement of funding allocation – no direct impact on cost, although
consequent delivery delays could result in the need to re-profile budget.
2. Procurement processes (unforeseen shortage of materials or proprietary products) –
since the majority of elements are standard engineering products obtained from known
suppliers this is unlikely. Minimal impact on cost.
3. Lack of capacity to deliver construction or design – delivery will be through experienced
in-house staff, however, has the ability to use other framework contracts with proven
contractors should additional resources be required to ensure delivery on time. Minimal
impact on cost.
4. Public, political, or statutory body opposition to elements – no direct impact on cost.

B6. The Economic Case – Value for Money
Kent County Council will be requesting an extension to the return date as additional forms have
been requested by DfT and an agreed extension date of 13 October 2017
.
B7. The Commercial Case (Maximum 300 words)
Kent County Council confirms that a delivery strategy is in place for this scheme that is
legally compliant and achieves best value for money outcomes.
The proposed works will be designed and delivered through established existing in-house
procurement routes. Kent County Council with be responsibility for the project management,
design, procurement and delivery of the scheme
Should additional design or delivery resources be required due to a lack of in house resources,
these will be procured through existing term maintenance or framework contracts. Kent County
Council has a contract with Amey Highways and Amey Consultancy who were appointed
through a full procurement exercise, following EC directives, in which tenders were evaluated
using both quality and price criteria.
This has the advantage of achieving significant savings in tendering and contract supervision
costs, maximises the advantages of partnership working and is fully in accord with the principles
of best value. The commercial case is therefore very strong as all procurement required to
deliver the scheme has been completed and is fully compliant with S151 governance.
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B8. Management Case – Delivery (Maximum 300 words)
All land is in the control of the highway authority and therefore no statutory or other consents
are required.
Kent County Council has a strong track record of delivering capital projects on time/within
budget. The most recent of which was the Local Growth funded (LGF), Maidstone Bridges
Gyratory project, M20 Junction 4 bridge widening, local “PinchPoint Funded” Westwood Relief
Stategy , poorhole Lane, North Farm Improvements and the East Kent Access Phase 2(EKA2)
The Bid aims to deliver a targeted package of holistic engineering measures, focussed on
reducing casualties/severity of accident along the corridor.
Appendix F contains the programme for the planned delivery timeframes.
In summary our approach is to deliver the scheme as three discrete but interlinking work
packages (design, implementation, monitoring); with implementation delivered as individual
but co-ordinated elements which allows for phased design and delivery of the programme to
ensure effective/timely delivery. Our delivery approach is based on well-established
implementation techniques, which have already proved successful in reducing road casualties
in Kent.
Key project milestones are outlined in the table below, which also identifies critical
dependencies/implications that may impact on our proposed work programme. Based on our
experience of delivering similar projects the key project dependencies are:
• Timely commissioning of delivery teams to carry out specific project tasks
• Timely completion of detailed design of the different scheme elements to ensure scheduled
delivery dates are met.
Effective project management /co-ordination of works will ensure the scheme is delivered on
time/budget – and essentially outputs, outcomes, annual targets are achieved.
The Bid is supported by Kent County Council’s Environment & Transport Cabinet Committee
chaired by Peter Homewood (KCC Member). Paper presented on 21 September 2017.
Delivery Period

Key Milestone

December 2017

Senior Management approval

Q4 2017/18
Q4 2017/18

Pre intervention monitoring
Outline design

Q2/Q3 2018/19

Detailed Design

Q4 2018;Q1/Q2 2019

Start of construction

Key Dependencies/Implications
Timely confirmation of funding from DfT and formal acceptance of Funding
Monitoring requirements to
be agreed with DfT
Dependant on timely confirmation of funding from DfT
and internal processes for
formal acceptance of funding

Date

Construction cannot start
until detailed design complete.
Construction cannot start
until detailed design complete.

Q2/Q3 2018/19
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Dec 2017

Q4 2017/18
Q4 2017/18

Q4 2018; Q1/Q2 2019

Q3 2018 onwards

Post Implementation
monitoring

Collate outcomes for reporting purposes

Q3 2018 onwards

B9. Management Case – Governance (maximum 300 words)
This project will be managed in house by experienced Kent County Council Project Managers,
within the Schemes Planning & Delivery team, using a well-established governance structure,
which has been successfully applied to deliver other transport improvement schemes, including
the Local Growth Fund Programme.
KCC have set up a clear and robust structure to provide accountability and an effectual decision
making process for the management of Capital funded schemes. This will be used for the Safer
Roads Fund Projects. The project will have a designated experienced KCC Project Manager.
An outline of the overall governance structure implemented to manage the delivery of each
scheme can be found below.

NF

Nikola Floodgate Schemes Planning & Delivery Manager

A detailed breakdown of the meetings (along with the attendees, scope and output of each)
which make up the established governance process is set out below.
Project Steering Group (PSG) Meetings
PSG meetings are held fortnightly to discuss individual progress on each scheme and are
chaired by KCC Project Managers (PMs). Progress is discussed in technical detail raising any
issues or concerns for all to action. A progress report, minutes of meeting and an update on
programme dates are provided ahead of the Programme Board (PB) meeting for collation and
production of the Highlight Report.
Highlight Report
The Progress Reports sent by the KCC PMs comprise of the following updates; general
progress, project finances, issues, risks and governance meeting dates. The Highlight Report
identifies any areas of concern or where decisions are required by the PB meeting or higher.
An agreed version of the Highlight Report is issued to the PB meeting attendees during the
meeting.
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Programme Board (PB) Meeting
The PB meeting is held monthly and is chaired by the KCC Schemes Planning & Delivery
Manager. Attendees include representatives from all three stages of the schemes (i.e. KCC
Management, KCC Sponsors, KCC PMs). This meeting discusses project progress to date,
drilling into detail if there is an issue or action (as identified in the PSG meeting), financial
progress, next steps and actions. Outputs of this meeting are the Highlight Report and the
minutes of meeting.
A list of actions and decisions that the PB meeting was unable to resolve is prepared ready for
the Sponsoring Group (SG) meeting to discuss and ultimately resolve.
Escalation Report
A list of actions and decisions that the PB meeting was unable to resolve is prepared ready for
the Sponsoring Group (SG) meeting to discuss and ultimately resolve.
Sponsoring Group (SG) Meeting
The SG is held monthly and will be chaired by Tim Read (KCC Head of Transportation).
Attendees are Barbara Cooper (Corporate Director), Roger Wilkin (Director of Highways,
Transportation and Waste), Nikola Floodgate (KCC Schemes Planning & Delivery Manager).
This meeting discusses high-level programme progress to date, financial progress, next steps
and closes out any actions from the escalation report. Output is sent to Nikola Floodgate for
distribution. All actions from the start of this meeting cycle are to be closed out by the SG when
they meet (i.e. no actions roll over to subsequent meetings).
KCC has a comprehensive approval process to ensure robust decisions are made on spending
public money on improving our road network. Section B9 above demonstrates that we have
proven governance mechanisms to deliver transport schemes on time and within budget. We
plan to build on this delivery record. The governance of the scheme requires management at
three levels: corporate management; project board; and project delivery. The hierarchy for
governance arrangements for the scheme are shown below.
Role in Project
Governance

Name

Role outside
Project Governance

Accountabilities in
Project Governance

Responsibilities in Project Governance

Corporate Management
Provide strategic leadership to the Project Board.
Cabinet Member
for Planning, Highways, Transportation and Waste

Role in Project
Governance

Senior Responsible
Officer

Elected member,
Matthew Balfour

Name

Roger Wilkin

Cabinet Member
for Planning,
Highways, Transportation and
Waste

Give mandate to the
Senior Responsible
Officer (SRO) and Project Board to proceed
with the investment.

Role outside
Project Governance

Accountabilities in
Project Governance

Director of Highways, Transportation & Waste

Ultimate decision making authority (at officer
level) and responsible
for scheme delivery,
including ensuring that
project objectives are
met and benefits are
realised.

Project Board
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Lead the decision-making on KCC’s transport strategy and
directs all transport investment.
Provide direction and guidance to the Project Board and ensure effective governance of the project.

Responsibilities in Project Governance

Work with the Project Board to create a suitable mandate for
financial control in order to satisfy the funding requirements.
Delegate responsibilities on any of his obligations to the Project Board.

Senior User

Project Executive

Senior Supplier

Andrew
Loosemore

Tim Read

Consultant/
NEC3 Contractor

Head of Highway
Operations

Head of Transportation

Framework Contractors

Accountable for ensuring that user needs are
specified correctly and
that the solution meets
those needs

Protect the interests of
the council
Accountable for the
quality of the products
delivered by consultant(s)/
framework contractors

Make necessary decisions to allow the scheme to progress at a
number of key stages in the project lifecycle.
Approve major changes to the delivery programme and constituent/fundamental elements of the project delivery including budget.
Obtain and provide the SRO with stakeholder / technical input
to decisions affecting the project.
Assist the SRO in decision-making and on-going progress of the
project.
Agree all major plans.
Approve all budgets and tolerances for time, quality and cost
along with reporting and monitoring requirements.
Have overall responsibility for managing risk on the project.
Meet on a monthly basis and will be chaired by Project Executive.

Role in Project
Governance
Project Manager

Name

Nikola Floodgate

Role outside
Project Governance
Schemes Planning & Delivery
Manager

Accountabilities in
Project Governance
Ensure the needs of
the project are
being met and coordinated and that
the project is progressing to agreed
time and
budget

Responsibilities in Project Governance

Be responsible for delivering the scheme on a day-today basis.
Identify packages of work and agrees with the Finance
Business Partner the appropriate budget for each individual work package.
Ensure the follow up of all decisions by SRO and the
Project Board.
Prepare Lessons Learned Report, Progress Report and
End of Project Report.
Brief local councillors and officers on progress and ensure their buy-in.
Ensure appropriate stakeholder management and
communication strategy in place and implemented
Ensure suitable monitoring and evaluation framework is
in place to realise scheme benefits.

Project Delivery Team
Work Package
Leaders

Consultant/
NEC3 Contractor

Ensure the technical
work is delivered as
per agreed standards
of time, quality and
cost.
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Responsible to the Project Manager.
Make decisions on scheme design, construction and
risks
Report on progress on a weekly basis to the Project
Manager and attend to Project Progress meetings that
will be held every 4 weeks to discuss design engineering
and delivery progress, issues, risk, and fees.

Organisational Structure of Schemes Planning & Delivery Team who will be responsible
for delivering the Project
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B10. Management Case – Risk Management
Has a risk register been appended to your bid? YES
Project costs are reviewed at every stage of the design and construction process. An indicative
risk allowance has been applied to the project cost, see Appendix E and will be regularly
reviewed throughout the project.
Risk

Likelihood*

Impact*

Mitigation

Disruption to traffic as a result of
the works
Poor response (timescales) to
initial queries from utility companies
Accuracy of Utility information
Design creep during design period

4

3

3

3

Use alternative routes and look at out of hours working or
avoiding peak periods
Outline designs to include potential impact on services
based on C2 enquiries.

3
3

3
3

Significant detailed design alterations following stage 2 road safety audit

3

3

Ensure all Utilities fully understand the designs
Regularly access the progress and output in the design period
work closely with designers and anticipate safety audit issues.
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SECTION C – Monitoring, Evaluation and Benefits Realisation
C1. Benefits Realisation (maximum 250 words)
An iRAP assessment carried out suggested a programme of improvements to the road. These
measures address not only reported accidents, but also the risk of future accidents presented
by highway alignment, infrastructure, and condition.
These suggestions form the basis of the current bid proposals. Alternative measures have
been included in some areas where these are felt to be more appropriate or practicable, based
on local knowledge and assessment by an experienced Road Safety Manager and Transport
Intelligence Planner both employed by Kent County Council.
The measures comprise conventional and proven accident remedial treatments. They include
roadside barriers, shoulder widening, skid resistance upgrades, shoulder rumble strips, removal
of roadside hazards, lowering of speed limits, installation of traffic signals, and central hatching.
The Economic Case based on an analysis of these proposed measures using the VIDA
software, will provide the total of Fatal and Serious Injuries that would be saved over the 20
year analysis period following implementation. There are also other wider benefits with the
improved route as reduced incidents and severity will reduce congestion and the impact the
incidents have on the local economy.
A logic matrix describing the benefits and effects of individual proposed countermeasures is
shown below, whilst more detail of individual countermeasures and results is shown in the Safer
Roads Investment Plan (SRIP) – Appendix C
Countermeasures

Risks Addressed

Improve delineation

Run Off type accidents.
Head on and overtaking collisions. Resultant
injuries are frequently
high severity. Excessive
speed leading to a variety of accident types.

Signalised intersection(3 leg)

Rear shunt and side
impact type accidents.

Central hatching

Head on and overtaking collisions. Resultant
injuries are frequently
high severity. Excessive
speed leading to a variety of accident types.

Effect of Countermeasure
Moving edge lines into
carriageway to create
narrower lanes of consistent width. The resultant sealed shoulders will reduce run off
type accidents. Road
narrowing will reduce
speed and overtaking.
Highlighting the verge
with verge marker
posts especially at
sharp corners and provide cats eyes.
Provides separate
movements through a
busy junction and controls
speed/congestion.
Separation of opposing
traffic flows, reduction
in overtaking, improved delineation,
road narrowing may
reduce speed.
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Who will benefit
Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles.

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles.

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles.

Countermeasures
Upgrade pedestrian
facility quality

Refuge Island

Clear roadside hazards

Roadside barriers

Speed management
reviews

Risks Addressed

Effect of Countermeasure
Uncontrolled crossing
Highlights to the drivpoint near roundabout er/rider that pedestriat busy pedestrian flow ans are crossing at this
location due to resilocation.
dential properties and
several schools
Pedestrian crossing
Provides a central refcarriageway in one
uge for a safer crossing
manoeuvre.
and highlights to the
Driver/Rider that pedestrians may be
crossing at this location.
Vehicles leaving the
Changing existing posts
road striking hazardous to passively safe posts
objects such as sign
where possible.
posts. Resultant injuries are frequently high
severity.
Vehicles leaving the
Vehicles prevented
road striking hazardous from striking hazardobjects such as
ous object and at locasigns/trees. Resultant
tions where there are
injuries are frequently steep embankments.
high severity.
Inappropriate speed
Lower speed limits in
encouraged by posted conjunction with other
speed limit in excess of measures reduce the
appropriate speed of
severity of incidents.
majority of drivers.
Average speed camerDrivers who are close
as are particularly efto or over the limit infective in managing
volved in a variety of
speeds.
accidents causing injury to road users of all
types. Suggested
20mph limit in one
location and average
speed cameras in national speed limit location.
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Who will benefit
Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles, pedestrians and other users.

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles, pedestrians and other users.

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles.

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles.

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles. Pedestrians and cyclists.

Countermeasures

Risks Addressed

Traffic calming

Inappropriate speed
encouraged by posted
speed limit in excess of
appropriate speed of
majority of drivers.
Drivers who are close
to or over the limit involved in a variety of
accidents causing injury to road users of all
types. Suggested
40mph limit in one
location and average
speed cameras in national speed limit location.
Run Off type accidents.
Head on and overtaking collisions. Resultant
injuries are frequently
high severity. Excessive
speed leading to a variety of accident types.
Vehicles drifting off
carriageway due to
road alignment, driver
fatigue or excessive
speed.

Skid Resistance (paved
road)

Shoulder rumble strips

Parking improvements

Head on and overtaking collisions. Resultant
injuries are frequently
high severity. Excessive
speed leading to a variety of accident types.

Sight distance (obstruction removal)

Vehicles pulling out
from side roads – side
impact collisions

Effect of Countermeasure
Measures such as
buildouts, on street
parking and signing/lining to reduce
speeds to within the
posted speed limit

Who will benefit

Improved skid resistance of paved area
will allow better braking and reduce severity
of incidents

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles. Pedestrians and cyclists.

Provides audible warning that vehicle is approaching the road
edge, reducing the
likelihood of run off or
head on accidents following verge/kerb
strike. Improved visibility of edge line resulting in enhanced delineation
Improve on street
parking provisions by
ensuring sufficient
widths for parking and
running lanes and to
assist with lowing of
actual speeds to within
posted speed limits
Remove vegetation
and/or obstructions to
visibility splays to all
correct decision making when pulling out
onto main carriageway.

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles
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Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles. Pedestrians and cyclists.

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles

Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles & Cyclists

Countermeasures

Risks Addressed

Wide Centre line

Head on and overtaking collisions. Resultant
injuries are frequently
high severity. Excessive
speed leading to a variety of accident types.
It provides a visually
narrower carriageway
to assist in reducing
speeds and discourage
overtaking

Effect of Countermeasure
Separation of opposing
traffic flows, reduction
in overtaking, improved delineation,
road narrowing may
reduce speed.

Who will benefit
Drivers, riders and occupants of vehicles.

Table below provides commentary on where and why certain countermeasures have been selected when not
suggested by Vida. Also provides summary of other tweaks/ interpretations of the countermeasures.
ID

Countermeasure

1

Improve delineation

No. of sections
(where Vida
has not recommended)
32 (4.9-8.0)

21

Central hatching

1 (1.7)

34

Upgrade pedestrian crossing facility

1 (2.5)

41

Clear roadside hazards –
passenger side

1 (4.8)

Justification

Other comments

Intention to refresh lining / put
new cats eyes and refresh hazard
marker posts along route to help
with visibility particularly at night
and reduce risk of lane departures.
It has been recommended in section 1.8 but on review of the video
there is an opportunity to extend
this down and begin the hatching
in 1.7.
An informal crossing exists in 2.5.
The crossing could be made more
visible (without upgrading to a
formal crossing point) as this is
not suitable for the existing road
layout. Want to add additional
lighting and high friction surfacing
to improve visibility of the crossing for drivers.
Some sections have a highway
asset (road sign, post) that is not
passively safe, that were not highlighted by Vida, therefore decision
has been taken to also make these
sections passively safe. This has
been applied from 4.8 to end of
the route (the more rural and
worse scoring section of the
route).

Instead of clearing hazards, we have taken the
decision to use this
countermeasure to
mean ‘making hazards
passively safe’. In this
case this is selected in
sections where highways assets are not passively safe.
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42

Clear roadside hazards –
driver side

1 (4.8)

45

Roadside barriers – passenger side

4 (2.6-2.8 and
3.9)

56

Speed Management Review

37 (0.4-0.8 and
4.9 and 8)

57

Traffic Calming

2 (6.4 and 7.5)

71

Skid Resistance (paved
road)

3 (2.1, 3.0 and
3.1)

77

Shoulder Rumble Strips

32 (4.9-8.0)

Some sections have a highway
asset (road sign, post) that is not
passively safe, that were not highlighted by Vida, therefore decision
has been taken to also make these
sections passively safe. This has
been applied from 4.8 to end of
the route (the more rural and
worse scoring section of the
route).
At these locations along the route
there is a drop off on the passenger side into residencies with no
existing protection. Barriers
deemed appropriate at these additional locations.

Two sections of speed management. The first is the extension of
the 20mph zone from the Westgate Towers to Station Road West.
This section typically has low vehicle speeds due to congestion and
high pedestrian and pedestrian
flow. The second is the installation
of an average speed camera between Blean and the Clapham Hill
roundabout on the 40mph speed
limit section.
No recommendation from Vida for
traffic calming here but looking at
the collision history, VRM signs
with Speed indicator warnings are
measures that could help with
compliance of the speed limit in
these sections around some blind
bends.
Vida recommends skid resistance
in neighbouring sections where
skid resistance already exists and
runs into these additional locations. The additional sections have
been added to ensure all sections
are fully refreshed.
Rumble strips not recommended
here but along with improved delineation (CM1) on the rural
stretch from Blean to the A299
will give road users a second
chance when negotiating the
route.
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Instead of clearing hazards, we have taken the
decision to use this
countermeasure to
mean ‘making hazards
passively safe’. In this
case this is selected in
sections where highways assets are not passively safe.
Barriers were suggested
at multiple points along
the route, however in
most locations they are
not suitable to land take
or the amount of hazards that require protection.

78

Parking Improvements

7 (1.1-1.7)

Parking improvements are recommended at 1.8 due to parked
vehicles causing northbound traffic to enter central hatching. This
issue is also present in section 1.11.7 so additional lining amendments will be throughout this section.

C2. Monitoring and Evaluation (maximum 250 words)
Casualties recorded after the scheme is implemented will be compared to the iRAP baseline
data for 2012 - 2014 period, as used in the initial scheme identification. As well as the absolute
number of accidents, the annual rate may be compared if the AADT changes significantly during
the monitoring period. Statistical analysis may be used to identify the significance of reductions,
or increases, although the sample sizes will be small and definitive results may not reveal
themselves fully for several years.
After completion, road accidents and casualties will be monitored on a quarterly basis. This will
utilise police accident reports, to which both bidding authorities have full access. This will allow
any problems or unexpected results to be identified, reported and addressed as necessary.
After three years, this will be reduced to an annual review. In addition to an assessment of the
overall accident figures, any localised hot-spots will be investigated.
Baseline speed surveys will be undertaken at strategic points before work commences to allow
the effectiveness of the relevant measures to be monitored. These will be repeated shortly after
works completion, and again approximately a year afterwards to evaluate habituation.
We can supply data and other information to DfT or other appropriate parties on request, or to
accord with schedules deemed necessary.
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SECTION D: Declarations
D1. Senior Responsible Owner Declaration
As Senior Responsible Owner for A290 Safer Roads funded scheme I hereby submit this
request for approval to DfT on behalf of Kent County Council and confirm that I have the
necessary authority to do so.
I confirm that Roger Wilkin will have all the necessary powers in place to ensure the planned
timescales in the application can be realised.
Name: Roger Wilkin
Signed:
Position: Director of Highways,
Transportation & Waste

D2. Section 151 Officer Declaration
As Section 151 Officer for Kent County Council I declare that the scheme cost estimates quoted
in this bid are accurate to the best of my knowledge and that Kent County Council
-

will allocate sufficient staff and other necessary resources to deliver this scheme on time and
on budget
accepts responsibility for meeting any costs over and above the DfT contribution requested,
including potential cost overruns and the underwriting of any funding contributions expected
from third parties
accepts responsibility for meeting any ongoing revenue requirements in relation to the
scheme
accepts that no further increase in DfT funding will be considered beyond the maximum
contribution requested
has the necessary governance / assurance arrangements in place
has identified a procurement strategy that is legally compliant and is likely to achieve the
best value for money outcome
will ensure that a robust and effective stakeholder and communications plan is put in place.

Name: Andy Wood

Signed:

Submission of bids:
An electronic copy only of the bid including any supporting material should be submitted to:
saferroadsfund@dft.gsi.gov.uk
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – Location Plan
Appendix B – Equality Impact Assessments
Appendix C – Schedule of proposed measures SRIP
Appendix D – Costings
Appendix E – Risk Register
Appendix F – Programme
Appendix G – Plans of route and typical countermeasures
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